REQUIRED COURSEWORK

Block I (concurrent registration is recommended for classes in Block I)
EDUC 210 Education’s Place in Society (4 cr.) & Field Experience
EDUC 212 Human Relations and Multicultural Education (4 cr.)
NOTE: MTLE Basic Skills or other MN BoT approved licensure exams required for admission to program.

Block II (concurrent registration is recommended for classes in Block II)
EDUC 330 Psychology for Teaching and Learning (4 cr.)
EDUC 332 Field Experience II: Learning & Teaching (0 cr.)
  Concurrent registration required for EDUC 330 and 332
EDUC 355 Reading for the 5-12 Teacher*
  *Taken by all licensure areas except Music Ed.

Block III (concurrent registration required for classes in Block III)
Methods for Specific Discipline (K-12)* (4 cr.)
EDUC XXX Field Experience III: Curriculum & Instruction (0 cr.)
Course number depends upon licensure area.
NOTE: MTLE II Pedagogy & Content Area Exams or other MN BOT approved exams required for licensure.

Block IV (concurrent registration required for classes in Block IV)
EDUC 456 Inclusive School Community (2 cr.)
EDUC 460 Clinical Practice (10 cr.)

K-12 education majors have few, if any, electives. Careful planning is extremely important for these students.

DUE TO THE NUMBER OF COURSES REQUIRED AND THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE, STUDENTS CONSIDERING AN EDUCATION DEGREE SHOULD CONTACT AN ADVISOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION AS WELL AS AN ADVISOR IN THEIR CONTENT MAJOR DEPARTMENT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IN THEIR COLLEGE CAREER.